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Yep, it's the same guy!!......Taken 3 
months apart.... 

 
 
 
My Isagenix success story is that I really didn't think I had a lot of weight to lose...Here I was at 43 
years old, 164 pounds, and a highly-stressed workaholic Real Estate Broker...who was getting more 
stressed and grayer every single day. I just knew I had to do something. Then I was introduced to the 
Isagenix 9-Day Fat Burning System, lost over 20 pounds of fat, went from a tight 32 inch waist to a 
"loose" 30 and got back into clothes I hadn't worn in years! I saw what my body had started to shape 
into and I looked at my reflection in a mirror differently. My arms, legs and face were taking on different 
and more refined definitions. I had my hair done, started wearing a little tan, bought more modern (and 
smaller!) clothes and my whole self confidence and attitude started changing too! People still cannot 
believe how much better, younger and playful I look... and how much at ease I am now socially. It is 
true that this new technology gave me back the youth that was slipping from me every day. And you 
know what... (I can't even say this with a straight face) but I am now being called a "hotty" by my 
Daughters 18 year old friends around town!!.......And at 43!! 
I also know without question that this has helped me close more Real Estate sales due to my new self 
assurance. And as an Isagenix Executive, it has given me a spectacular second income that I didn't 
even know I could generate...Now over 5 figures a year...and GROWING DAILY!! It's paying for my 
new Harley Softail!! 
 
Look, it's really simple. If you want to take easy AWESOME steps RIGHT NOW to change your life, then 
start with the Isagenix 9-Day Fat-Burning System. And if you want to change your income, tell 
everyone your success story. Like I just did! 
 
 
 

It worked for me....I know it will work for you too..... 

Bob Sahlberg Hall of Fame Member  # 12 

Weight-loss results may vary. In a recent study, participants averaged a weight loss of 7 pounds at the completion of their first Isagenix 9 Day Program. Always consult 
your physician before making any dietary changes or starting any nutrition, weight or exercise program. 
 

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 
 

Earning levels for Isagenix Independent Associates that appear in this publication should not be construed as representative of fixed or typical income earned with an 
Isagenix business, nor are they intended to represent that other Associates will eventually achieve the same level of income.  Income level achievements are dependent upon 
the individual Associate's business skills, personal ambition, time, commitment, activity and demographic factors. 


